12 February 2012 21:53 4 The computational functionalism driving Neisser's manifesto for a cognitive psychology now seems quaint, for at least two reasons. First, few would claim today that the hardware does not matter. But, more importantly, by insisting that the mind is a Turing machine, those adopting this approach are blind researchers to the social nature of people. People interact with each other constantly, build communities, and have long histories of traditions and rituals. Sociologists, anthropologists, and other social scientists have long recognized that one cannot take the social out of the humans (e.g., Geertz, 1973) . If people did not live in a social world, then, they would argue, human intelligence, linguistic facility, and mnemonic abilities would probably not be fully manifest. From this perspective, it seems futile to build a psychology that does not acknowledge the importance of the social. Some recent work by philosophers of cognitive science seems to agree. These philosophers argue that mind must be extended beyond the surface of the skin, viewing cognition as distributed across a network of individuals and environment rather than resting within the head of an individual person.
If external resources, such as media, cultural institutions, or social networks continuously scaffold cognition, the argument goes, then scholars cannot easily separate the individual from these resources (Clark, 2010; Hutchins, 1995; Sutton, Harris, Keil, & Barnier, 2010; Wilson, 2005) . Scaffolds are as much a part of the mind as what happens inside the head. Consider Bateson's (1979) blind man navigating through the world with a cane.
To explain the blind man's navigation, cognitive neuroscientists might investigate cortical activity and treat any input from the outside world in terms of cortical input.
Some researchers might want to go beyond an exclusive focus on cortical activity and 12 February 2012 21:53 5 include in their explanations the origins of cortical inputs, for instance, the activation occurring at the nerve endings of the fingers holding the cane. The configuration of these nerve endings might be important, for instance, inasmuch as different configurations might produce different patterns of cortical input. A proponent of an extended mind would ask: Why not go beyond the surface of the skin and include the cane? Unquestionably, the nature of the cane -for instance, its rigidity -is as much a factor in the blind man's ease of navigation as the configuration of nerve endings or the processing in the cortex. There is no a priori reason to exclude the cane from explanations. For proponents of an extended mind, the most principled approach would include the cortex, the fingertips, and the cane.
In a similar way, those postulating an extended mind want to include external influence in their explanations (Wilson & Clark, 2009) . Even the simple presence of a similar other can affect, specifically, increase the accessibility of memories (Shteynberg, 2010) . Consider the conversations in which remembering often takes place (Hirst & Echterhoff, 2012) . Although one can, in some instances, distinguish between the retrieval of a memory and its conversion into an expression of this memory, often in the form of some type of verbal communication (Tulving, 1983) , in many instances, it is impossible to separate the memory from its expression (Barnier, Sutton, Harris, & Wilson, 2008; Echterhoff & Hirst, 2012 ). Jane's conversation with her mother about her date might differ in content from her conversation with her girlfriend about the same date. Jane may sometimes intentionally censor what she says to her mother, but in many instances, she may simply talk to her mother in a free-flowing manner, without any sense of censoring herself. The nuances of the ending of the date may simply not come to mind Remembering is, if you like, communicating.
Schemata
To the extent that psychological theories incorporated social influences into their modeling, they do so mainly by building on Bartlett's discussion of schemata, the organized representation of knowledge. According to Bartlett, memories grow out of schemata, and social influence acts on memorizing and remembering through schemata.
Bartlett illustrated this point by discussing how the Swazis, a small group of Bantu who raise cattle, possessed extraordinary memories for past cattle auctions, even though, when tested on other material, their memory seemed to be quite ordinary. Moreover, as psychologists have repeatedly shown, these schemata do not simply buttress memories, as in the case of the Swazis, but can also distort them. In an early study, for instance, Allport and Postman (1947) showed that, after seeing a picture of a crowded subway, people will falsely remember that the black man in the picture was welding a switch blade, when in truth it was a white man (see Figure 1) . Wertsch (2002 Wertsch ( , 2008 Through heroism, and against all odds, Russia and its people triumph and succeed in expelling the foreign enemy, thus justifying its status as a great nation. The Russian rendering of the Napoleonic invasion and defeat, for instance, nicely reflects this template. Other nations have different templates. For instance, as Wertsch also documented, the US, has several, quite different templates, for instance, "the mystique of Manifest Destiny" and the "reluctant hegemon."
Social interaction
Schemata no doubt provide a means of understanding, at least in part, how social influences shape memory. They do not, however, provide the theoretical tools needed to address the insights of those espousing an extended mind. Schemata safely rest within the head. Those interested in the extended mind want to understand how others -and external objects -can scaffold remembering.
Sociologists have nicely articulated many of the social influences of material culture on memorizing and remembering, examining, for instance, memorials and commemorations (Olick & Robbins, 1998) , or urban geography (Nora, 1992) . In both instances, material artifacts -the physicality of the memorial, the parades that mark the commemoration, or the streets and buildings of the city -guide memorizing and remembering. In other instances, it is the social practices, such as the rituals of speeches and the placements of wreathes on Memorial Day, that serve as vehicles for shaping memory.
12 February 2012 21:53 8 We want to focus here on an ephemeral social practice, that is, conversations about the past. We will take up the issue of social practices more generally toward the end of this chapter, but, at present, it is probably best to focus on a single, widespread means by which external influences can shape memory. Conversations are ephemeral social influences because they are gone as soon as they happen. When broadly conceived, so that one includes one-directional exchanges as well as dialogic ones, they are undoubtedly ubiquitous. Moreover, they are unquestionably social in nature. A conversational participant's interaction with another is guided by the social conventions surrounding conversations (Grice, 1975) , by the social relationships among conversational participants, and by expectations and goals negotiated by the conversational participants. Clearly, their effect on memory is worth studying.
In addressing the study of conversational remembering, we want to focus on three sets of questions.
• How does conversational remembering differ from remembering in isolation? Does one remember more, less, and in either case, how does what is remembered differ from what might be remembered in isolation?
• What is the effect of speaking about the past in a conversation on one's own memory? We include this question because what one says is determined in large part by the audience one is addressing. Consequently, although the effect is "internal" to the speaker, it is inevitably social, because what the speaker says is, in part, socially determined.
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• What is the effect of speaking about the past in a conversation on the memories of other conversational participants?
Remembering within a conversation
Conversations are usually collaborative efforts, and, to a large extent, the remembering that occurs within a conversation can also be conceived as collaborative.
To be sure, one participant in a conversation could intentionally mislead others or work to disrupt the successful retrieval of a memory, but in most instances, people work together to reconstruct the past.
Collaborative facilitation
As a collaborative effort, one might expect that more is remembered within a conversation than is remembered separately, what is often referred to as collaborative facilitation. And indeed, in studies contrasting the amount recalled as a group with how much people recall individually, collaborative facilitation is usually found (Meudell, Hitch, & Kirby, 2006) . It obviously arises in part because not all the original material is equally memorable across participants, and hence, some of the participants may contribute to the group recounting something that would not appear in other members' recall. But there are other reasons as well.
Transactive Memory. People will often divide a memory task among themselves so as to distribute the burden of memorizing and remembering, thereby forming a transactive memory system (Wegner, 1987) . Participants often divide responsibility according to perceived expertise. Transactive memory systems can be found in close relationships, work teams, and professional relationships (see Hollingshead & Brandon, 2003 (Hollingshead, 1998) . When people know that information will be accessible at a future date, they appear not to make the same effort at memorizing the material than if they feel its future accessibility is not ensured. As a result, people will have more difficulty subsequently remembering studied information if they believe it will be available on the world wide web than if they believe that it will be erased as soon as it is read (Sparrow, Liu, & Wegner, 2011) Cross-Cueing. One might expect that what one person in a conversation says might cue the memory of another person, thereby offering an aid to memory that would not exist when remembering in isolation. Surprisingly, such cross-cueing is not easily observed (e.g., Meudell, Hitch, & Boyle, 1995) . Experimenters, however, may have failed to uncover evidence for cross-cueing because it is masked by disruptions occurring while participants collaboratively remember rather than because it does not occur (Congleton & Rajaram, 2010) .
Collaborative inhibition
Just because a group may remember more than an individual would remember in isolation, it does not follow that the group will remember all that individuals in the group are capable of remembering. That is, group recounting is not the sum of the individual capacities of the group members, what is known as collaborative inhibition. The explanations for collaborative inhibition are many. It could, for instance, be attributed to social loafing or "free-riding." However, when personal accountability and motivation are manipulated to control for social loafing, collaborative inhibition still remains robust (Weldon, Blair & Huebsch, 2000) .
12 February 2012 21:53 11 A more universally applicable explanation, the retrieval disruption hypothesis, asserts that collaborative inhibition occurs, at least in part, because one group member's pursuit of an effective retrieval strategy disrupts the use of retrieval strategies that may be more effective for other group members (Basden, Basden, Bryner, & Thomas, 1997) . As a result, some group members may not be able to undertake their most effective retrieval strategy. In such an instance, they may recall less during the group recounting than they would if recalling by themselves.
Tests of retrieval disruption often contrast conditions in which the organizational representation of the to-be-remembered material is more or less likely to be shared across group members. The more organizational representations differ across participants, the more likely it is that different retrieval strategies will be effective for different participants, and, consequently, the more collaborative inhibition. With different organizational representations across group members, then, collaborative inhibition should appear. On the other hand, with similar organizational representations across group members, collaborative inhibition should be diminished or disappear. When Findlay, Hitch, and Meudell (2000) ensured that the organizational structure was similar across group members, collaborative inhibition disappeared. Building on similar lines of reasoning, one would expect, and finds, that the size of the group matters (Basden, Basden, & Henry, 2000) . Members of large groups are more likely to have diverse mnemonic representations than members of small groups. Moreover, groups of familiar individuals should, and are, less likely to exhibit collaborative inhibition when recounting as a group than are unrelated individuals (e.g., Andersson, 2001 remembering of scenarios involving the navigation of planes. Non-expert pilots exhibit the standard collaborative inhibition, whereas expert pilots recalling with other expert pilots produce a group recall score that was actually greater than the nominal score.
Presumably, the expert pilots shared the same organization and knowledge about flying.
Selective remembering in a group recounting can also occur because group members are more likely to recollect aloud shared memories than unshared memories (Stasser & Titus, 1987) . In order to document this information sampling bias, Stasser, Wittenbaum, and their colleagues taught participants about a political candidate and then assembled small groups to discuss with each other what they knew about the candidate.
Whereas all participants in the group knew certain facts about the candidate, each participant also knew several unique facts, that is, facts that only they knew. Participants in the group recounting were more likely to fail to recall their uniquely held memories than their shared ones (for a review, see Wittenbaum & Park, 2001) . As Stasser and colleagues reasoned (see Stasser & Titus, 1987) , a group will fail to discuss an item only if all members fail to mention it. As a result, when memories are shared, there is a greater probability that they will be mentioned by at least one group member than when they are uniquely held (see Wittenbaum, Hollingshead, & Botero, 2004 , for a review of alternative explanations).
Finally, selective remembering can arise because of audience tuning. Marsh (2007) has distinguished recalling from retelling. In a standard, laboratory-based recall experiment, participants are explicitly told to remember all that they can remember as accurately as possible. Marsh reserved the term recall for this activity. In everyday life, 12 February 2012 21:53 13 however, people may simply wish to retell a story about the past, without trying to be either accurate or complete. This retelling can be shaped by conversational goals. For instance, recollections for which the goal is to entertain contain fewer story events and more intrusions than factual retellings (Dudukovic, Marsh, & Tversky, 2004) . Moreover, the entertaining stories are less accurate, more likely to be told in the present tense, contain more emotion words and fewer disfluencies (e.g., uh's) than factual retellings (Pasupathi, Stallworth, & Murdoch, 1998) . It has also been shown that speakers conveyed more, particularly more novel and more elaborated, information to an attentive as opposed to a distracted listener (Pasupathi et al., 1998) . Moreover, people will recount more details, such as everything involved in a trip to the doctors, when talking to a hypothetical Martian, who presumably knows little about how things work on Earth, than when talking to a peer, who presumably knows a lot more (Vandierendonck & Van Damme, 1988) . Furthermore, a story told to peers contains more interpretations about the content of the story than if told to an experimenter, when participants largely stuck to the "facts" (Hyman, 1994) . There is also experimental work establishing that when helping another identify a specific person among a group of individuals, people will emphasize the target's positive qualities if they know the listener likes the target, the target's negative qualities if they know the speaker dislikes the target (Echterhoff, Higgins, & Levine, 2009 ; also see the chapter by Fisher in this volume on cognitive interviewing, which can serve as a means of overcoming the selectivity of remembering).
The effect of speaker on speaker's memory

Saying-is-believing effect
The way speakers tune to their audience can reshape the speakers' memory, a 12 February 2012 21:53 14 change known as saying-is-believing effect (Higgins & Rholes, 1978 ; for a review, see Echterhoff et al., 2009 ). In studies of this effect, participants are presented with a story in which a character is described in ambiguous terms ("Donald uses coupons, buys things on sale, avoids donating money or lending money to friends." Donald could, therefore, be labeled as either "thrifty" or "stingy"). Subsequently, they are told to describe Donald to an audience that either likes or dislikes him. The results reveal that participants described Donald as "thrifty" to the favorable audience and as "stingy" to the unfavorable audience. Importantly, in a final recall test, where participants are told to recall the initial description, they remember the character in a manner consistent with the tuned message.
The participants will come to remember what they said to their audience rather than what they originally learned about Donald (Echterhoff et al., 2009 ).
An important facilitating factor for this memory bias is whether participants are motivated to create a shared reality with the audience. By shared reality scholars refer to the experienced commonality between one's own and others' representations and evaluations of the world (Echterhoff et al., 2009) . To explore the relation between shared reality and the saying-is-believing effect, Echterhoff, Higgins, Kopietz, and Groll (2008) asked German participants to describe the target person to a Turkish audience (a minority out-group in Germany) or to a German audience. Both the Turkish audience and the German audience either liked the target or disliked him. Participants tuned their message to both the Turkish audience and to their German audience, thereby exhibiting audience tuning irrespective of the composition of the audience. However, whereas the Germans' tuning to the German audience restructured their memory, as measured in the final recall, no such restructuring was observed for the Turkish audience. A key difference between 12 February 2012 21:53 15 the two conditions was in the motive underlying audience tuning: on the one hand, participants wanted to create a shared reality with a German in-group audience, while on the other hand they were complying with (politeness) norms with the Turkish out-group audience. This motivation is what created the conditions for the saying-is-believing effect in the German-audience condition.
Within individual retrieval induced forgetting (WIRIF)
Extant research has established that the act of retrieval -as when a speaker recounts to an audience a past event --not only strengthens the retrieved memories, but, in certain conditions, also results in the induced forgetting of related, but unmentioned, memories (for a review see, Anderson & Levy, 2009 ). In studies using this paradigm, participants are first asked to study category-exemplar pairs (e.g., fruit-apple, fruitorange, clothes-dress, clothes-pants). Next, they receive selective practice through a stem completion task for half of the items from half of the categories (e.g., clothes-d____).
Finally, in a cued recall task, the participants are asked to remember the initially presented word pairs. The retrieval practice phase creates three conditions: Rp+, items that receive retrieval practice (e.g., clothes-dress); Rp-, items that are not practiced, but are related to those practiced (e.g., clothes-pants); and Nrp, items that are not practiced, nor are they related to the practiced items (e.g. fruit-apple, fruit-orange). A practice effect occurs when Rp+ items are remembered better than Nrp items, whereas induced forgetting occurs when the recall proportion of Rp-items is smaller than that of Nrp items. The mechanism putatively responsible for the induced forgetting effect is inhibition: as one attempts to retrieve an item from memory, related items compete for activation, which triggers the inhibitory processes that result in subsequent forgetting of 12 February 2012 21:53 16 the competitor items (Anderson & Levy, 2009) . To the extent that the rememberer in this paradigm can be considered a speaker, the research suggests that selective remembering can induce forgetting for unmentioned items related to what is remembered.
Indeed, in studies in which the selective practice takes the form of a speaker selectively remembering within a conversation, RIF is clearly observed (Cuc, Koppel, & Hirst, 2007) . Here the person remembering in the conversation can be viewed as a speaker, the one producing a recollection. Others in the conversation are listeners, attending to the speaker remembering. To be sure, as time passes in a conversation, a speaker can become a listener and vice versa. However, the utterance of an individual across the conversation can be viewed as tapping the effect of speakers on their own memory. The selective remembering of a participant in a conversation produces RIF to levels similar to or greater than what is found in more controlled studies (Cuc, Koppel, & Hirst, 2007) .
The effect of speaker on listener's memory
Social contagion
The extensive work on the postevent misinformation effect clearly demonstrates that speakers can implant memories into listeners, a phenomenon also known as social contagion (Loftus, 1979) . In one set of experiments exploring social contagion, two participants study different versions of a story so that each version contains "misleading information," at least as far as the other participant is concerned. In the experimental condition, the two participants jointly remember the story in a conversation, while in the control condition, each participant remembers the story by herself. (Loftus & Palmer, 1976) , pictures (Wright et al., 2000) , and videos (Gabbert, Memon & Allan, 2003) . The possibility of social contagion is particularly worrisome in situations were false memories have serious consequences, such as eyewitness testimony (Loftus, 1993) .
Social contagion is commonly explored in situations when the information that the participants study is slightly different. In this way, establishing influence is straightforward: if an item uniquely presented to participant A emerges in the conversation, and further in participant's B recollection, then social contagion is said to occur. However, this class of situations does not take into account the fact that social contagion might take more nuanced forms. For example, when groups of individuals are exposed to the same event, each individual might form slightly different memories of the event. Could communicating with one another about the event result in a shared representation among the group members? Investigating already established groups (families of four members), Cuc, Manier, Ozuru, and Hirst (2006) found that joint remembering increased the overlap between the group members' memories of a story relative to a control condition. More importantly, the emerging mnemonic consensus was shaped by the dominant narrator -the family member who introduced the most units of information in the conversation. The dominant narrator need not be perceived as an expert in order for him or her to influence this shared representation of the past (Brown, Coman, & Hirst, 2009 ). argued that it emerges because listeners concurrently, but covertly, retrieve with the Speaker. This concurrent, covert retrieval creates the conditions for Listeners to experience similar retrieval-induced forgetting as the Speakers.
Socially-shared retrieval induced forgetting (SSRIF)
In support of this claim, Cuc et al. found SSRIF when listeners monitored the speaker for accuracy, but not when they monitored for the fluidity with which the speaker recollected. The former presumably requires concurrent retrieval, whereas the latter may not (Cuc, Koppel, & Hirst, 2007) . Following a similar line of reasoning, Koppel et al. (2012) showed that SSRIF was reduced when listeners perceived a speaker as an expert rather than a poorly prepared non-expert, arguing that the listener trusts the expert and hence is inclined not to make the effort to monitor for accuracy. Koppel et al. also showed the reverse effect, that is, more SSRIF when listeners were warned that the speaker was untrustworthy (e.g., possessing a "hidden agenda"). Now listeners should be 12 February 2012 21:53 19 inclined to monitor for accuracy. Koppel et al. also assessed social contagion, studying both RIF and social contagion as within subject factors. They replicated the finding that social contagion increases if the source of the contagion is viewed as an expert (e.g., Brown, Coman, & Hirst, 2009; Dodd & Bradshaw, 1980) and decreases when warned against (Echterhoff et al., 2005; Echterhoff, Groll, & Hirst, 2007) . The argument is that when a speaker is trusted, listeners do not make the effort to monitor for the source of a memory, and hence are susceptible to social contagion. When a speaker is not trusted, listeners will make the effort, thereby limiting social contagion. These findings speak to the complexity and impact of social influences on people's memory: With perceived expertise, social contagion increased, while SSRIF decreased. With a warning, social contagion decreased, while SSRIF increased.
Both WIRIF and SSRIF can be found for a wide range of stimulus materials and situations, including critical elements of a story (Stone, Barnier, Sutton, & Hirst, 2010) , scientific material (Koppel, Wohl, Meksin, & Hirst, 2012) , emotional material (Barnier, Hung, & Conway, 2004; Coman, Manier, & Hirst, 2009; ) and autobiographical memories (Coman, Manier, & Hirst, 2009; Stone, Barnier, Sutton, & Hirst, 2012) . Laboratories other than Hirst's have also reported SSRIF (Barber & Mather, 2012) .
Memory Propagation: Practice effects and induced forgetting
Conversations that people have with one another are rarely confined to a single exchange, at a specific time and place. In the real world, people experience an event and then repeatedly talk about the event with others. At an individual level, these repeated Employing a social-interactionist methodology, examined how practice effects and RIF propagate through a small sequence of social interactions. They investigated how listening to a lecture on the legalization of euthanasia reshapes memories of learned material and whether the influence of the lecture propagates into a conversation and then through the conversation to a final recall test. In the experiment (see Figure 2) , after an initial attitude assessment, participants studied arguments for and against legalization of euthanasia, which were grouped into categories, such as, for instance, scientific implications or legal implications (Study phase). Two arguments in each category were in favor of legalization, while the other two were against legalization. In a slideshow presentation, participants were then exposed to a person arguing for legalization of euthanasia, offering half of the arguments from half of the categories presented during the study phase (Person-Pro Practice Phase; all practiced arguments were in favor of euthanasia). This selective presentation created the three conditions necessary to observe induced forgetting (Rp+, Rp-, and Nrp). A cued recall test then followed (Pre-conversational recall). Two participants were then paired and asked to recount the arguments they had studied in the Study phase (Conversational Recall phase). The pairs were made up so that participants have either similar attitudes towards the legalization of euthanasia (pro-pro, anti-anti), or dissimilar ones (pro-anti).
Subsequent to the conversation, the participants received a final recall test (Postconversational Recall) and a final attitude assessment. Coman and Hirst (2012) examined a small sequence of social interactions between two people, but as mentioned earlier, our social worlds involve much more complex interactions. Coman, Kolling, Lewis, and Hirst (2012) extended these empirical findings to large networks of individuals with multiple interactions by using agent-based simulations (Axelrod, 1997; Epstein, 2006) . This class of computer simulations is based on the idea that macro-scale complex dynamics could be understood as emergent phenomena that grow out of small-scale local interactions among autonomous agents.
The simulation is designed to model artificial societies composed of agents that correspond to human societies composed of individuals. The model requires the specification of: (1) agent characteristics (e.g., agent's memory, and attitudes); (2) agent's interactions (e.g., networks of conversations among agents); and (3) interaction 12 February 2012 21:53 22 outcomes, (e.g., how agents influence one another following communication between them). Subsequent to the specification of these features, agents are allowed to interact with one another with the purpose of understanding the emergent properties of the system. For example, by employing Agent-Based Simulations (ABM), one could understand virus transmission (Medeiros, et al., 2011) , emergence of collective violence (Lim, Metzler, Bar-Yam, 2007; Epstein, 2006) , and propagation of information (Watts, 2004) . Following this methodology, Coman et al.'s strategy was to extract the principles observed in their empirical data and to implement these principles in ABMs.
With this in mind, built an ABM in which a large network of agents first "studied" material and "encoded" it in memory, then listened to Person-Pro's arguments and then "communicated" to one another repeatedly. The study phase set the level of initial activation for the agent's memory. Based on the empirical data described above, this study phase did not lead to a similar representation across agents. Coman et al. then explored whether the conditions under which subsequent agent interactions produced convergence. Interaction, either with Person-Pro or with other agents, increased the activation for items recalled during the interaction and decreased activation for other items, with a greater decrease for those more closely related to recalled items. This differential decrease captured the induced forgetting effect. Coman et al. based activation updates on values obtained in their empirical study .
Simulations found that 1) community size and number of conversations among agents impact convergence, such that smaller networks reach greater convergence with fewer conversations compared with larger networks, and 2) the conversational network 12 February 2012 21:53 23 structure is influences the degree of convergence, with denser networks reaching convergence faster than less dense ones . This framework is the first that we know of in which psychologically grounded memory models are implemented in ABMs to explore the dynamics of knowledge diffusion, with the goal of understanding the significant parameters driving the formation of shared representations.
Collective Memory
Although we have so far framed our discussion in terms of the effect of communication on memory, we could easily have framed it in terms of the formation and maintenance of collective memory. Since Halbwachs (1950) , the study of collective memory has mainly been undertaken by sociologists, historians, political scientists, and anthropologists. Their interest is understandable, since, just as autobiographical memories can ground individual identity, so can collective memories serve as the foundation of the identity of a community, be it as small as a couple or as large as a nation. A major reason why psychologists have rarely figured in the discussion is that social scientists, such as sociologists, tend to be interested in the way society promotes and maintains collective memory, whereas psychologists are interested in the individual mechanisms underlying the formation and promotion of collective memories (see Hirst & Manier, 2008; Olick & Robbins, 1998) . This difference in emphasis can lead to different definitions of collective memories: They are either the sociologically oriented "patterns of publicly available symbols" (Olick & Robbins, 1998) or the psychologically oriented "memories shared across individuals in a community" (Hirst & Manier, 2008) The literature we have reviewed so far indicates that practice effects, social contagion, and retrieval-induced forgetting all have the ability to shape not just individual memory, but to promote convergence across individuals onto a shared representation of the past. They act on both speaker and listener in similar ways, and as a result, shape the memories of speaker and listener in similar ways. Social contagion, for instance, implants a memory held by the speaker into the listener, thereby producing a shared memory. And retrieval-induced forgetting leads both speaker and listener to forget in particular the unmentioned memories that are closely related to memories that have been recalled.
Practice effects, social contagion, and retrieval-induced forgetting, then, may be representative of the cognitive mechanisms underlying the formation of a collective memory. These claims about the formation of collective memory, of course, begin at the micro-level, with the individual processes governing individual memory performance.
Through the interplay among practice effects, social contagion, and retrieval-induced forgetting, socially interacting individuals come to share their renderings of the past. But what about macro-level discussions of collective memory? Social scientists have, of course, had a great deal to say about the characteristics of, for instance, national collective memories, or historical memories. To the extent that psychology is employed to characterize collective memory, the effort usually borrows from the psychodynamic lexicon. Thus, there are extensive discussions about how societies "repress" past traumas (e.g., Caruth, 1996) . The use of cognitive vocabulary is much more limited. Cognitive Generation Effects. As Mannheim (1952) noted in his studies of the sociology of knowledge, each generation possesses a distinctive set of memories particular to that generation. That is not to say that other generations might not have similar memories, but the memories of one generation are more accessible to members for that generation than they are to members of other generations. Schuman and Scott (1989) provided a rigorous methodology for specifying generational memories. They asked participants to list the three most important historical memories in, for instance, the last fifty years.
Different generations provided different memories, with each generation providing memories, in the main, of public events that figured in late adolescents or early adult life.
For instance, those in their late teens or early twenties during the Korean War tended to list it in their top three, while younger and older participants tended not to. Similarly, for those in their late teen and early twenties during the late 1960's and early 1970's, the Vietnam War figured centrally. On the other hand, it should be stressed that some memories of public events reach across generations, e.g., WW II (Koppel, 2012) . Why some memories are generationally specific, while others are not remains unclear at present.
As to the generationally specific memory, a number of cognitive explanations exist. By and large, they build on the cognitive explanations offered for the reminiscence bump (Rathbone, Moulin, & Conway, 2008) . This is a similar phenomenon to the generation effect, but deals with autobiographical memories rather than memories of public events. Thus, if asked to say the first autobiographical memory that comes to 12 February 2012 21:53 26 mind when given a word to free-associate from, people will tend to remember events from their late adolescence and early adulthood: their first day at college, their wedding, their graduation from high school. Some researchers claim that these autobiographical events are encoded in a more robust, detailed or elaborate manner, perhaps because they are distinctive or important for identity development. Similarly, Belli (1998) has argued that public events during this time are better and more elaborately encoded, for similar reasons, and hence figure more centrally in any list of "important public events."
However, in a study of event memories of the terrorist attack of reported that those who were in their late adolescence or early adulthood actually had worse memories for the event itself (e.g., the names of the airlines involved) one week, 11 months, and 35 months after the attack than did respondents over 35 years of age. These results suggest that the memory held by the younger generation may have changed over time in a manner that allows them to go from being less memorable to being more memorable, less accessible to more accessible. The generality of this pattern is difficult to determine, however, inasmuch as it has only been examined in the context of 9/11. Dating Public Memories. People will often date events in their private lives using public events as landmarks (e.g. "I went to Europe before the war broke out.") has explored this phenomenon by first asking participants to recall a specific autobiographical memory that words such as automobile, ball, and river brought to mind. They then asked participants to date the event (day and year) and to verbalize their thoughts as they were completing the task. Brown et al. coded these protocols as to whether they referred to personal events (e.g. "around when I got married"), to historical 12 February 2012 21:53 27 events (e.g. "after the war"), or to pop, sports, or cultural events (e.g., "after the Horowitz Carnegie Hall concert"). If autobiographical events were dated by referring to historical events, Brown et al. said that participants were "living in history." Despite testing participants from many countries, they observed "living in history" in only two of their samples: Bosnians and Turks living in Izmir, following a terrible earthquake. People seem only to employ historical events as temporal landmarks for autobiographical memories when the events are disruptive to daily life. Even something as significant as the terrorist attack of September 11 did not serve as a temporal landmark for New Yorkers. Personal and public timelines did not intersect in most instances.
Flashbulb Memories. Brown et al.'s (2009) research focuses on dating events on timeline. But there is a class of events where the public and private do appear to intersect, if not when dating an event, then at least in terms of the connection people feel to the public event. The terrorist attack of 9/11 is one of these, but there are a host of others: the assassination of John F Kennedy, the death of Princess Diana, the resignation of Margret Thatcher (see Brown, & Kulik, 1977; Kvavilashvili, Mirani, Schlagman, & Kornbrot, 2003; Hirst et al, 2009 ). These are public events, but people remember vividly and with extraordinary confidence the circumstances in which they learned of the event, the latter often referred to as flashbulb memories. Flashbulb memories are not formed for all public events of consequence. We dare say that few Americans have flashbulb memories of learning of the nomination of Samuel Alito for a Justice of the Supreme Court, but his appointment will have long and dramatic consequences. Nevertheless, for some public events -the characteristics of which are only beginning to be determined --the private and the public intersects (e.g., Luminet & Curci, 2009 ). Although the study of memory for public events is in its infancy, one clear observation is emerging. Although these events are usually of extraordinary historical importance, they are not remembered accurately -and what is remembered reflects the social practices surrounding the event more than anything intrinsically memorable about the event. Consider the terrorist attack of 9/11. In a three-year follow-up study, found that participants from across the United States showed a dramatic decline in event memory from the first week after the attack to 11 and 35 months after the attack. After a week, participants answered questions about the facts of 9/11 accurately 88% of the time, on average, but only 77% of the time after 11 months. Performance did not decline between 11 and 35 months.
What people remembered reflected how the event was told through public media.
Participants remembered the number of planes and the crash sites, details of the attack that appear in almost every rendering of the story. They failed to remember the names of the airlines and the location of Bush, things often not mentioned in accounts of the attack.
For instance, the extensive Wikipedia account of the "September 11 attacks" does not mention that Bush was in Florida at the time of the attacks 12 February 2012 21:53 29 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/September_11_attacks). Moreover, whereas many written summaries of the event will name the flights, in order to avoid confusion and keep the various planes involved distinct, brief summaries do not. Accounts designed for children, for instance, clearly state that there were four planes and that the planes crashed into the World Trade Center, the Pentagon, and "a field," but no mention is made of the airlines names (nor the location of the President; see, for instance, www.classbrain.com/artfree/publish/cat_index_17.shtml).
Moreover, there is a close correspondence between how much the media covers a public event and how well it is remembered. As we noted, memory for the facts of 9/11 seemed to asymptote after 11 months: Memories generally did not get better, but they also did not get worse. This pattern is in marked contrast to the pattern of forgetting observed for the facts about the Challenger explosion. Bohannon et al. reported that memory here tended to decline steadily over a three-year period. Hirst et al. (2009) contrasted the rate of forgetting of the facts of these two events with the coverage of these events, as tracked by Lexus/Nexus. A decline in press coverage nicely predicts the rate of forgetting. These observations nicely illustrate why one must view memory as "extending beyond the surface of the skin," as we suggested it must be in the introduction to this chapter. What people remember about public events, such as 9/11, appears to have less to do with the events' intrinsic characteristics, such as their emotional salience, but the social practices governing whether a memory will be continually rehearsed. As a consequence, what people remember is as much a reflection of what happens in the world as it is about internal mechanisms.
Summary
We began this paper by asking how psychologists should study social influences of memory: Resign themselves to the complexity of the topic and avoid studying them, control for them, or investigate them head on? The chapter could be viewed as an argument for studying them "head on." Indeed, it has strongly asserted that without understanding social influences we will never understand why people remember what they do, why people come to share similar renderings of the past, and why human memory possesses the flaws that undoubtedly characterize it. These so-called flaws can take on different meaning when they are viewed as means of promoting collective memories. A number of evolutionary psychologists have stressed how human behavior and cognition, such as their complex syntax (Hurford, 2011) and their high level of intelligence (Humphrey, 1976) has been shaped by the need of humans to adapt to complex social situations. The contribution of practice effects, social contagion, and induced forgetting in promoting the formation of collective memory suggests that we might add memory to this list of social adaptations (see Hirst, 2010; Hirst & Brown, 2012) and against the legalization of euthanasia, grouped into categories; each category contained two arguments in favor and two arguments against euthanasia. In a practice phase, similar to a lecture, participants were exposed to half of the arguments (only pro-euthanasia) from half of the categories. We call this phase Person-Pro exposure. After their individual memories were assessed for practice and induced forgetting effects triggered by Person-Pro, two participants were paired and were asked to jointly remember the arguments that they were exposed to initially. Subsequent to the conversation, in a final recall test, participants were asked to remember individually the arguments. Exposure to Person-Pro created three types of items: items mentioned by Person-Pro, which are always in favor of legalization (Rp+), unmentioned items related to the ones mentioned by Person-Pro, which are always against the legalization (Rp-), and items unrelated with the ones mentioned by Person-Pro, which
